Social Security Know How

Claiming Strategy: Spousal and Suspend
File Restricted Application for Spousal Retirement Benefits
Meet the Garners
Matt Garner is 61 and enjoys good health. Because he likes his job and earns a
substantial income, he has no plans to retire anytime soon. Still, reasoning that “I’ve
earned it so I’m going to take it,” he’s inclined to begin collecting his Social Security
retirement benefit at 62. Matt’s wife Claire, on the other hand, is 57 and retired from
full-time employment two years ago. Since then she’s volunteered part-time for an
early learning program. She hopes to continue such work in the future.
Both Claire and Matt have paid Social Security taxes over their careers. They have
traditional IRAs, assets in 401(k) plans and more than sufficient household income
for their current and expected future needs. Given their favorable position in terms of
health and wealth, the Garners suspect they should weigh various options in determining
the best time to claim and to begin receiving their Social Security retirement benefits.

Where They Start
The Garners meet with their financial professional who urges them to check their specific Social Security earnings credit
histories. Such information is available at www.ssa.gov. Not being financial do-it-yourselfers, however, they have little
interest in learning claiming strategies or navigating the website on their own. They prefer to review their specific online
Social Security account information and benefit estimates with the help of their financial professional.

What Claire and Matt Decide
After considering a range of Social Security retirement claiming options, Matt opts to wait as long as possible to begin
receiving benefits. Prompting his change of heart is the fact that his benefit amount will be reduced by 25% if he begins
taking it next year at age 62 versus what he will receive if he defers receiving benefits until his full retirement age (FRA) of
66. And by waiting even longer, Matt’s benefit amount will climb by 8% each year from age 66 to age 70.
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Claire decides to file for and begin receiving her Social Security retirement benefits when she reaches the age of 62 and
four months. Matt will be 66 at that point. Matt can then file a restricted application to receive spousal Social Security
benefits based on Claire’s earnings record and suspend receiving his own benefits until he turns 70.
Using this benefit claiming strategy, the Garners will receive the highest Social Security retirement benefit amount
available to their household for as long as they both live, and for as long as the survivor of the two of them lives.
Matt and Claire also decide to take action immediately by rolling over one of each of their traditional IRAs to an annuity.
They do so because of their desire for the specific benefits and guarantees provided by the contracts. To allow more time
for tax deferral, they will forego receiving distributions from their IRA annuity accounts for as long as possible, which is
when the IRA owner reaches age 70½.

Everyone’s income needs will be different. Contact your financial professional regarding
retirement income strategies that will help meet your needs now and in the future.
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For specific Social Security benefit amounts, contact the Social Security Administration.
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